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"Features more than 1,100 A-Z entries written by 166 of the world's most prominent beer
experts"--Provided by publisher.
Contains numerous entries on personalities, events, terms, places, and special fields, and
includes maps, charts, and diagrams
Do you work magic with herbs? Do you use them in spells, for talismans or simply use their
innate powers? If you don't have Cunningham's Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs, you need to
get it right away. This book has become a classic in its field. Paul Beyerl, a respected author
on herbs calls it "...an essential reference book by students of herbalism and magick alike ...
Scott's personable charm touches every page... I highly recommend this book." And Jeanne
Rose, famous author of books on herbs and developer of an herbal course says "I love books
like this ... It is accessible, easy to read, and with its encompassing index (all too often
neglected), simple to use as well." Over 200,000 people already have this book and use it
frequently. In this edition of the book (it's expanded and revised on the 15th anniversary of
original publication) you will find the magical properties and folklore of over 400 herbs! You'll
also find lists of herbs based on their magical powers, their genders, their planetary rulers, and
more. Perhaps the most important list is the folk name cross-reference. With that information,
when a recipe calls for "bramble, " you'll know it needs blackberry. Or if the magic calls for
"enebro," you'll know you that is juniper. The main part of this book is the listings of the herbs.
Each one includes names, associations, and magical attributions. Violets can be used for
protection, luck, love, and more. Primrose is for protection and love. Garlic is for protection,
healing, exorcism, lust, and prevention of theft. This book is considered a classic. It is probably
consulted more than any other book on this subject. If you want to learn the secrets of magical
herbs, this book is a must!
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers the history, present status and
future of the English language, focusing on its role as the leading international language.
English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever, with 1500 million speakers
internationally, presenting a difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its entirety.
However, Crystal explores the subject in a measured but engaging way, always backing up
observations with facts and figures. Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this is a book
written by an expert both for specialists in the subject and for general readers interested in the
English language.
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you like to know more about every piece
of knowledge ever? Do you have cash? Then congratulations, because just in time for the
death of the print industry as we know it comes the final book ever published, and the only one
you will ever need: The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete with an astonishing
assemblage of facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify
even the most simple-minded book-buyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is
packed with valuable information-such as the life stages of an Aunt; places to kill one's self in
Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female bucket, or "pail." With hundreds of entries for
all 27 letters of the alphabet, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be
purchased immediately to avoid the sting of eternal ignorance.
A thoughtful, gleeful encyclopedia of emotions, both broad and outrageously specific, from
throughout history and around the world. How do you feel today? Is your heart fluttering in
anticipation? Your stomach tight with nerves? Are you falling in love? Feeling a bit miffed? Do
you have the heebie-jeebies? Are you antsy with iktsuarpok or filled with nakhes? Recent
research suggests there are only six basic emotions. But if that makes you feel uneasy,
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suspicious, and maybe even a little bereft, The Book of Human Emotions is for you. In this
unique book, you'll get to travel across the world and through time, learning how different
cultures have articulated the human experience and picking up some fascinating new
knowledge about yourself along the way. From the familiar (anger) to the foreign (zal), each
entertaining and informative alphabetical entry reveals the surprising connections and
fascinating facts behind our emotional lives. Whether you're in search of the perfect word to
sum up that cozy feeling you get from being inside on a cold winter's night, surrounded by
friends and good food (what the Dutch call gezelligheid), or wondering how nostalgia evolved
from a fatal illness to enjoyable self-indulgence, Tiffany Watt Smith draws on history,
anthropology, science, art, literature, music, and popular culture to find the answers. In reading
The Book of Human Emotions, you'll discover feelings you never knew you had (like basorexia,
the sudden urge to kiss someone) and gain unexpected insights into why you feel the way you
do. Besides, aren't you curious what nginyiwarrarringu means?
The Encyclopedia of Food and Health provides users with a solid bridge of current and
accurate information spanning food production and processing, from distribution and
consumption to health effects. The Encyclopedia comprises five volumes, each containing
comprehensive, thorough coverage, and a writing style that is succinct and straightforward.
Users will find this to be a meticulously organized resource of the best available summary and
conclusions on each topic. Written from a truly international perspective, and covering of all
areas of food science and health in over 550 articles, with extensive cross-referencing and
further reading at the end of each chapter, this updated encyclopedia is an invaluable resource
for both research and educational needs. Identifies the essential nutrients and how to avoid
their deficiencies Explores the use of diet to reduce disease risk and optimize health Compiles
methods for detection and quantitation of food constituents, food additives and nutrients, and
contaminants Contains coverage of all areas of food science and health in nearly 700 articles,
with extensive cross-referencing and further reading at the end of each chapter
Abducted from her West African village at the age of eleven and sold as a slave in the
American South, Aminata Diallo thinks only of freedom - and of finding her way home
again.After escaping the plantation, torn from her husband and child, she passes through
Manhattan in the chaos of the Revolutionary War, is shipped to Nova Scotia, and then joins a
group of freed slaves on a harrowing return odyssey to Africa. Lawrence Hill's epic novel,
winner of the Commonwealth Writers' Prize, spans three continents and six decades to bring to
life a dark and shameful chapter in our history through the story of one brave and resourceful
woman.

In the past few decades, many of us have become sophisticated about food, but
we have not given the same attention to what we drink. In How to Drink, Victoria
Moore aims to redress the balance, by showing how to drink well throughout the
seasons and at all times of day. She explains how to make the most delicious
coffee and juices; how to choose wine that complements your food; and how to
make cocktails for every occasion--whether to serve a garden barbecue, as a
cold weather aperitif, or just to unwind with at the end of the day. Here are
recipes for mint juleps in the spring, sloe gin in the autumn, hot buttered rum in
the winter, and year-round showstoppers including the world's best gin and tonic.
Moore is also an impassioned advocate of unfairly maligned drinks such as
sherry, Campari and saki, and gives fascinating historical background on different
spirits as well as invaluable advice on creating your home bar. How to Drink is a
hugely readable, browseable and authoritative handbook, whose aim is to inform,
entertain and crucially, make sure you can find the right drink at the right time. "It
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doesn't need to be either difficult or expensive to drink as well as you eat, it just
requires a little care..." "A splendid book. Victoria Moore is quite right--it's not how
much you drink but how you drink." --Fergus Henderson, chef and co-owner, St.
Johns Restaurant "I loved How to Drink. For the first time in years I have broken
open a bottle of vodka for a Bloody Mary, remembered how much better mulled
cider is than mulled wine, drawn a fresh kettle for tea..." --Joanna Weinberg,
author of How to Feed Your Friends with Relish "Anyone who loves their food
should heed this unmatchable tutorial in the art of enjoying drink; Victoria Moore
succinctly puts every sip in lively context, banishing the guilt from the pleasure of
it all." --Rose Prince, author of The New English Kitchen
In the 1950s, the Wade potteries of England and Ireland became famous for the
miniature ceramic figurines sold under the Whimsies name. Decades later, Wade
is still producing Whimsies and they are popular with collectors of all ages. Over
800 striking illustrations, mostly in colour, detail the sets of Whimsies, along with
their presentation boxes, advertising literature, and flyers. Over 160 black and
white photos display the Wade makers' marks. The Tom Smith Party Cracker
figurines, miniature village sets, premiums, and promotional figures are depicted
and colour and size variations are noted. Current values are found in both US
dollars and UK pounds. Everyone who enjoys ceramic miniatures will treasure
this book.
"Holy Batman, this is a gorgeous, heartbreaking, heartwarming book." --R.J.
Palacio, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Wonder Perfect for readers
who love Liar and Spy, Counting by 7s, and Bridge to Terabithia, a heartwarming
and transformative novel about family, loss, and never giving up from beloved
author Karen Foxlee. Lenny Spink is the sister of a giant. Her little brother,
Davey, suffers from a rare form of gigantism and is taunted by other kids and
turned away from school because of his size. To escape their cruel reality, Lenny
and Davey obsess over the entries in their monthly installment of Burrell's Build-Itat-Home Encyclopedia set. Lenny vows to become a beetle expert, while Davey
decides he will run away to Canada and build a log cabin. But as Davey's
disease progresses, the siblings' richly imagined world becomes harder to cling
to in this deeply moving and original novel about grief, family, and wonder. "An
imaginative and surprisingly tender story of the unbreakable bond between
siblings."--Booklist, starred review "Lyrical and emotionally complex."--Kirkus
"The heart of this story--and the magic of it--is the devotion of these two siblings
who together navigate the harsh realities of life and loss."--Publishers Weekly
"Foxlee's writing is infused with a hint of magic, just as the animals and places
that Lenny and Davey read about fill their lives with curiosity and joy."--SLJ
The is the first volume of H.G. Wells' popular and groundbreaking general outline
of history. This edition is presented with high resolution illustrations.
Few Pacific history books have stood the test of time as well as They Came for
Sandalwood, but Dorothy Shineberg's book, first published in 1967, has never
been bettered. This fascinating account of the sandalwood trade describes the
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first regular contact between Europeans and the Melanesians of New Caledonia,
the Loyalty Islands, and the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu). Shineberg studied the
relationships and rivalries between European traders and European missionaries,
between trader and trader, and between tribe and tribe among the indigenous
peoples. Her book documents the details and color of these interactions.
Unseaworthy ships, bloody battles, the hazards of sea and reef, and the
firepower and inadequacies of European weapons all provide a gripping picture
of the 1830s to 1860s. Valuable appendices list the ships involved, their cargoes
and the location of the sandalwood stations. They Came for Sandalwood remains
the only detailed account of the sandalwood trade, its routes, marketing problems
and profits, and of the ships, merchants and seamen involved. It is a sharp,
perceptive analysis of the confrontation of the two cultures, approached from the
standpoint of Pacific history rather than a mere extension of European history
into the PacificIslands.
A celebration of diversity and deliciousness, Teatime Around the World reveals
all the wonderful ways we can enjoy a cup of tea––or two! Let’s go on an
adventure to discover new cultures and friends through tea! In this fun and lyrical
picture book for ages 4-8, kids will learn how tea is enjoyed in Thailand, Japan,
Russia, Egypt, Pakistan, Hong Kong, Uruguay, South Sudan, India, and more
countries! Did you know that po cha, the traditional tea in Tibet, is thick and salty
like soup? Or that in Iran, tea is served with a rock? (A rock candy, that is!) Or
that afternoon tea was dreamed up in England by a duchess who complained of
being hungry between lunch and dinner? With vivid poetry, vibrant illustrations,
and unique facts about different tea cultures, Teatime Around the World tells the
delightful story of a beloved beverage.
This bestselling encyclopedia, illustrated with brilliant photographs, describes the
best woody plants adapted to cooler climates, showing both habit and details of
more than 500 species, and including some 700 additional cultivars and varieties.
Brief cultural information is supplied for each plant, as well as Dirr's perceptive
comments and opinions.
The worldwide bestseller - 1/4 million copies sold 'Written by a World Barista
Champion and co-founder of the great Square Mile roasters in London, this had a
lot to live up to and it certainly does. Highly recommended for anyone into their
coffee and interested in finding out more about how it's grown, processed and
roasted.' (Amazon customer) 'Whether you are an industry professional, a home
enthusiast or anything in between, I truly believe this is a MUST read.' (Amazon
customer) 'Informative, well-written and well presented. Coffee table and
reference book - a winner' (Amazon customer) 'Very impressive. It's amazing
how much territory is covered without overwhelming the reader. The abundant
photos and images are absolutely coffee-table-worthy, but this book is so much
more. I think it would be enjoyable for an obsessed coffee geek or someone who
just enjoys their java.' (Amazon customer) For everyone who wants to
understand more about coffee and its wonderful nuances and possibilities, this is
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the book to have. Coffee has never been better, or more interesting, than it is
today. Coffee producers have access to more varieties and techniques than ever
before and we, as consumers, can share in that expertise to make sure the
coffee we drink is the best we can find. Where coffee comes from, how it was
harvested, the roasting process and the water used to make the brew are just a
few of the factors that influence the taste of what we drink. Champion barista and
coffee expert James Hoffmann examines these key factors, looking at varieties of
coffee, the influence of terroir, how it is harvested and processed, the roasting
methods used, through to the way in which the beans are brewed. Country by
country - from Bolivia to Zambia - he then identifies key characteristics and the
methods that determine the quality of that country's output. Along the way we
learn about everything from the development of the espresso machine, to why
strength guides on supermarket coffee are really not good news. This is the first
book to chart the coffee production of over 35 countries, encompassing
knowledge never previously published outside the coffee industry.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-Analyzes key critical HR variables and defines previously undiscovered issues in
the HR field.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Before Doctor Sleep, there was The
Shining, a classic of modern American horror from the undisputed master,
Stephen King. Jack Torrance’s new job at the Overlook Hotel is the perfect
chance for a fresh start. As the off-season caretaker at the atmospheric old hotel,
he’ll have plenty of time to spend reconnecting with his family and working on his
writing. But as the harsh winter weather sets in, the idyllic location feels ever
more remote . . . and more sinister. And the only one to notice the strange and
terrible forces gathering around the Overlook is Danny Torrance, a uniquely
gifted five-year-old.
From the bestselling authors of The Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine, the most
comprehensive and practical guide available to the nutritional benefits and
medicinal properties of virtually everything edible As countless studies have
affirmed, diet plays a major role in both provoking and preventing a wide range of
diseases. But just what is a healthy diet? What does the body need to stay strong
and get well? In The Encyclopedia of Healing Foods, Michael T. Murray, N.D.,
and Joseph Pizzorno, N.D., two of the world¹s foremost authorities on nutrition
and wellness, draw on an abundant harvest of research to present the best guide
available to healthy eating. Make healthy eating a lifetime habit. Let The
Encyclopedia of Healing Foods teach you how to: design a safe diet use foods to
stimulate the body¹s natural ability to rejuvenate and heal discover the role that
fiber, enzymes, fatty acids, and other dietary components have in helping us live
healthfully understand which food prescriptions will help you safely treat more
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than 70 specific ailments, including acne, Alzheimer¹s disease, immune system
depression, insomnia, migraine headaches, PMS, and rheumatoid arthritis
prepare foods safely in order to prevent illness and maximize health benefits
select, store, and prepare all kinds of healthful foods Providing the best natural
remedies for everyday aches and pains, as well as potent protection against
serious diseases, The Encyclopedia of Healing Foods is a required daily health
reference.
The world boasts myriad teas, most of them lying undiscovered by Western
cultures still rooted in the view that tea comes from a tissue bag at breakfast or
4pm. The World Tea Encyclopaedia aims to shed light on this wealth of variety
and to debunk the snobbishness and doctrine that can scare off newcomers from
the joys of tea connoisseurship. For almost 20 years, Will Battle has been tasting
teas and creating blends for tea lovers all over the world. He has lived and
worked alongside tea producers in Asia and Africa, visiting hundreds of tea
gardens and gaining unparalleled expertise in the process. Here, he gives an indepth look at the wealth of teas on offer to everyone who loves to steep, infuse
and brew. Through intuitive categorisation by taste, the book will help enthusiasts
navigate the sometimes complex world of tea terminology to find a tea that suits
them. It will educate, inspire and feed a new world of tea-drinking enjoyment and
opportunity. The knowledge to upgrade the tea bag, to know what to seek online,
to brave a journey to the local tea shop, to submit to curiosity and jump into a
world of discovery, or better still: to visit the countries and people that lovingly
produce it... The World Tea Encyclopaedia lifts the lid off the teapot and allows
readers to peer inside. Containing beautiful images, the most detailed maps yet
created for the world of tea, and in-depth exploration of tea-producing countries,
it will transports readers into the world of the tea garden, showing them that there
is life beyond a discount tea bag. Readers will also find out more about camellia
sinensis – the tea bush and the hero of this book. Will Battle takes a look at the
origins in which it grows, the landscapes and climate that influence it and the
artisans who craft it – and how it all comes together to make a delicious cuppa:
surely the only drink to enjoy with this delightful, detailed book, perfect for all tea
fans and enthusiasts.
This brand new edition of the bestselling kid's Travel Book covers every country
in the world, with thousands of amazing facts on wildlife, sports, food, festivals
and a wide range of other quirky insights on every page. A mix of wow
photography and beautiful illustrations brings each land to life. For readers aged
8 years and up.
A cup of tea is an everyday pleasure for people the world over. And increasingly
there is a dizzying array of teas to choose from - from robust black tea to elegant
green tea and everything in between. In fact every tea has a fascinating story to
tell about the place in which it grew - from soil, climate and altitude to the choices
its producers made in processing it. Then there are the myriad ways in which that
tea can be prepared for your daily cup. Tea mixologist Krisi Smith sets out what
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you need to know to appreciate teas of all descriptions - from harvesting and
processing methods for different varieties to how to make the perfect cup. The
world's key tea-growing regions and their best products are identified and their
taste profiles explained - from China, Taiwan, Japan, India and Sri Lanka to
Nepal, Vietnam and East Africa. The world of tea is fast-moving and Krisi also
includes info on everything from blending teas to your own taste and some
innovative recipes, to health benefits and the perfect kit to make your brew truly
delicious.
"Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free access
to the sum of all human knowledge. That's what we're doing." --Jimmy Wales
With more than 2,000,000 individual articles on everything from Aa! (a Japanese
pop group) to Zzyzx, California, written by an army of volunteer contributors,
Wikipedia is the #8 site on the World Wide Web. Created (and corrected) by
anyone with access to a computer, this impressive assemblage of knowledge is
growing at an astonishing rate of more than 30,000,000 words a month. Now for
the first time, a Wikipedia insider tells the story of how it all happened--from the
first glimmer of an idea to the global phenomenon it's become. Andrew Lih has
been an administrator (a trusted user who is granted access to technical
features) at Wikipedia for more than four years, as well as a regular host of the
weekly Wikipedia podcast. In The Wikipedia Revolution, he details the site's
inception in 2001, its evolution, and its remarkable growth, while also explaining
its larger cultural repercussions. Wikipedia is not just a website; it's a global
community of contributors who have banded together out of a shared passion for
making knowledge free. Featuring a Foreword by Wikipedia founder Jimmy
Wales and an Afterword that is itself a Wikipedia creation.
This is a guide to the history and appeal of the humble coffee bean - from its
early beginnings in the Middle East to its growth as a world-wide trading
commodity. It is divided into two parts, the reference section and the recipe
section.
Does a hulking, hairy, 800-pound, nine-foot-tall, elusive primate roam the woods
and forests throughout North America—and the world? What should we make of
the grainy videos and photos and the thousands of eyewitness reports? Audiorecordings exist purporting to be the creatures’ eerie chatter and bone-chilling
screaming. Whether called Sasquatch, Yeti, Bigfoot, or something else, bipedal
primates appear in folklore, legends, and eyewitness accounts in every state of
the union and many places around the world. The fascination with the man-beast
is stronger than ever in today’s pop culture. Exploring the history, movies, and
literature, the conspiracy theorizing, and the world of the supernatural, The
Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti and Cryptid Primates is a comprehensive
resource to the man-beast. With nearly 200 entries and 120 photographs,
drawings, and illustrations, it is the definitive guide to understanding, hunting, and
avoiding the brute, as well as discovering the facts behind the sightings and
horrifying tales. It covers 400 years of folklore, mythology, history, and pop
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culture, including Native American lore, the “wild men” reports in the pages of
19th century-era American newspapers, Florida's Myakka Skunk Ape, Australia's
Yowie, China's Yeren, Himalayas’ Yeti, Russian expeditions, Harry and the
Hendersons, Exists and the countless movies titled Bigfoot, as well as specials
on the television shows Animal Planet, Discovery Channel and National
Geographic Channel, scientific reports and findings, and much, much more.
Various documentaries and reality television shows have all superficially tackled
the subject, but Nick Redfern presents a truly encyclopedic look at cryptid
primates. It is a richly researched reference, overflowing with fascinating
information to make readers think—and reconsider their next camping trip.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in
development for TV! Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert
Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope,
originality, and compelling characters. The Wheel of Time turns and Ages come
and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to myth, and even
myth is long forgotten when the Age that gave it birth returns again. In the Third
Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the balance.
What was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow.
Unbeknownst to Rand, Perrin has made his own truce with the Seanchan. It is a
deal made with the Dark One, in his eyes, but he will do whatever is needed to
rescue his wife, Faile, and destroy the Shaido who captured her. Among the
Shaido, Faile works to free herself while hiding a secret that might give her her
freedom or cause her destruction. And at a town called Malden, the Two Rivers
longbow will be matched against Shaido spears. Fleeing Ebou Dar through
Seanchan-controlled Altara with the kidnapped Daughter of the Nine Moons, Mat
attempts to court the woman to whom he is half-married, knowing that she will
complete that ceremony eventually. But Tuon coolly leads him on a merry chase
as he learns that even a gift can have deep significance among the Seanchan
Blood and what he thinks he knows of women is not enough to save him. In
Caemlyn, Elayne fights to gain the Lion Throne while trying to avert what seems
a certain civil war should she win the crown... In the White Tower, Egwene
struggles to undermine the sisters loyal to Elaida from within... TV series update:
"Sony will produce along with Red Eagle Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe
Judkins is attached to write and executive produce. Judkins previously worked on
shows such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix series “Hemlock Grove,”
and the NBC series “Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and Larry
Mondragon will executive produce along with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike
Weber. Darren Lemke will also executive produce, with Jordan’s widow Harriet
McDougal serving as consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel of Time® New
Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon
Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A
Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of
Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
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Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert
Jordan Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of
Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan
Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert
Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on
Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The world boasts myriad teas, most of them lying undiscovered by Western
cultures still rooted in the view that tea comes from a tissue bag at breakfast or
4pm. The World Tea Encyclopedia aims to shed light on this wealth of variety
and to debunk the snobbishness and doctrine that can scare off newcomers from
the joys of tea connoisseurship.
Covering more than eighty years of anime history and over three thousand titles,
the authors show how the anime universe has influenced creative cultures far
beyond its native Japanese shores.
UFO Presences explores the places where UFO sightings have taken place
across America: in California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and of course the
infamous Area 51, along South Central Nevada's State Route 375--the so-called
Extraterrestrial Highway, where so many travelers have reported UFO
observations and other bizarre alien activities. Spanish photographer Javier
Arcenillas (born 1973) has diligently photographed these locations, and
sequenced them in this book as a visual road trip, mixing his photographs with
news clippings and other relevant ephemera. UFO Presences is the winner of
RM's 6th Photobook Award with a jury composed of David Campany, Lesley
Martin, Julien Frydman, Susan Meiselas, Martin Parr and Alec Soth, among
others.
This beautifully illustrated edition of the New York Times bestselling classic
celebrates the 42nd anniversary of the original publication—with all-new art by
award-winning illustrator Chris Riddell. SOON TO BE A HULU SERIES • “An
astonishing comic writer.”—Neil Gaiman Nominated as one of America’s bestloved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read It’s an ordinary Thursday
morning for Arthur Dent . . . until his house gets demolished. The Earth follows
shortly after to make way for a new hyperspace express route, and Arthur’s best
friend has just announced that he’s an alien. After that, things get much, much
worse. With just a towel, a small yellow fish, and a book, Arthur has to navigate
through a very hostile universe in the company of a gang of unreliable aliens.
Luckily the fish is quite good at languages. And the book is The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy . . . which helpfully has the words DON’T PANIC inscribed
in large, friendly letters on its cover. Douglas Adams’s mega-selling pop-culture
classic sends logic into orbit, plays havoc with both time and physics, offers up
pithy commentary on such things as ballpoint pens, potted plants, and digital
watches . . . and, most important, reveals the ultimate answer to life, the
universe, and everything. Now, if you could only figure out the question. . . .
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Dr. Albert G. Mackey, also the author of The Lexicon of Freemasonry appears as
author of this " Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and its Kindred Sciences," which,
being a library in inself, superseded most of the Masonic works which have been
tolerated by the craft—chiefly because none better could be obtained. Here, in one
giant volume is a work which fulfils the hope which sustained the author through
ten years' literary labor, that, under one cover he "would furnish every Mason
who might consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all matters
connected with the science, the philosophy, and the history of his order." For
more than thirty years Dr. Mackey has devoted earnest and constant study and
research to the history, the objects, and the condition of Masonry. In the present
work, the crowning and successful result of a life's labors, he has received no
assistance from any one. He says, " Every article was written by myself," and he
adds, which would extenuate errors, had he fallen into any, "For twelve months,
too, of the time occupied upon this work, I suffered from an affection of the sight,
which forbade all use of the eyes for purposes of study. During that time, now
happily passed, all authorities were consulted by the willing eyes of my
daughters—all writing was done by their hands. I realized for a time the picture so
often painted of the blind bard dictating his sublime verses to his daughters," and
his preface closes with the words, "Were I to dedicate this work at all, my
dedication should be—To Filial Affection." Up to the present time the modern
literature of Freemasonry has been diffuse, lumbering, unreliable, and, out of all
reasonable proportions.
Fact-hungry kids will love poring over these warped world maps full of unique and weird data.
See how many lightning strikes hit parts of our planet, the wind patterns of the whole world,
and even how the world map would look if global warming melted the ice caps! Covering
everything from Pangea to the world's weirdest natural wonders, this is Earth in all its strange
glory. What's Weird on Earth is an entirely new atlas adventure, with maps of UFO sightings,
popular foods, every country resized according to population density, and their popularity as
holiday destinations. Kids can spot the strangest features on every corner of Earth; from
ancient patterns carved in the desert sand to the 29,000 bath toys that sailed the world's ocean
currents after a shipwreck. Travel back in time to discover maps from previous centuries or
turn the globe upside down - literally. Planet Earth will never seem the same again!
With more than 300 entries, these two volumes provide a one-stop source for a comprehensive
overview of communication theory, offering current descriptions of theories as well as the
background issues and concepts that comprise these theories. This is the first resource to
summarize, in one place, the diversity of theory in the communication field. Key Themes
Applications and Contexts Critical Orientations Cultural Orientations Cybernetic and Systems
Orientations Feminist Orientations Group and Organizational Concepts Information, Media,
and Communication Technology International and Global Concepts Interpersonal Concepts
Non-Western Orientations Paradigms, Traditions, and Schools Philosophical Orientations
Psycho-Cognitive Orientations Rhetorical Orientations Semiotic, Linguistic, and Discursive
Orientations Social/Interactional Orientations Theory, Metatheory, Methodology, and Inquiry
This is the eccentric story of one of the most bizarre marriages in the history of British
business: the invention of the world's first office computer and the Lyons Teashop. The Lyons
teashops were one of the great British institutions, providing a cup of tea and a penny bun
through the depression, the war, austerity and on into the 1960s and 1970s. Yet Lyons also
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has a more surprising claim to history. In the 1930s John Simmons, a young graduate in
charge of the clerks' offices that totalled all the bills issued by the Nippies and kept track of the
costs of all the tea, cakes and other goods distributed to the nation's cafes and shops, became
obsessed by the new ideas of scientific management. He had a dream: to build a machine that
would automate the millions of tedious transactions and process them in as little time as
possible.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the
peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of
eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent example of the genre of "literary
nonsense" has endured in popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a narrative
structure that has influence generations of fiction writing.
An expert and entertaining guide to tea from Fortnum & Mason by award-winning food writer,
Tom Parker Bowles.
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
An extraordinary and surreal art book, this edition has been redesigned by the author and
includes new illustrations. Ever since the Codex Seraphinianus was first published in 1981, the
book has been recognized as one of the strangest and most beautiful art books ever made.
This visual encyclopedia of an unknown world written in an unknown language has fueled
much debate over its meaning. Written for the information age and addressing the import of
coding and decoding in genetics, literary criticism, and computer science, the Codex confused,
fascinated, and enchanted a generation. While its message may be unclear, its appeal is
obvious: it is a most exquisite artifact. Blurring the distinction between art book and art object,
this anniversary edition-redesigned by the author and featuring new illustrations-presents this
unique work in a new, unparalleled light. With the advent of new media and forms of
communication and continuous streams of information, the Codex is now more relevant and
timely than ever. A special limited and numbered deluxe edition that includes a signed print is
also available.
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